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COBRA
SubsidyProvisions
Provisions of
of the
the American Recovery and
COBRA Subsidy
Reinvestment Act of
of 2009
2009
february
february23,
23, 2009
On February 17,
17,President
President Barack
Barack Obama
Obama signed
signed the

Alternative
Alternative Coverage
Coverage for
for Employees
Employees Covered
Covered by Costly

and Reinvestment
Reinvestment Act of
of 2009
2009
American Recovery
Recovery and
(“ARRA”) into
into law.
law. This stimulus
stimulus package provides
(“ARRA”)
significant health
significant
health care
care continuation
continuation coverage
coverage relief
for lower- and moderate-income employees who are
involuntarily terminated
involuntarily
terminatedbetween
between September
September 1, 2008
31,2009.
2009. In
and December 31,
In most
most cases, such employees
may no longer purchase their health
health care
care coverage at
the employer-subsidized rate, but must pay
pay continuation
continuation
coverage premiums
premiums equal to 102%
102% of
of the
the full
full employer
coverage
group rate, as mandated by the Consolidated Omnibus
(“COBRA”). Otherwise, they
Budget Reconciliation Act (“COBRA”).
risk
loss
of
their
health
care
risk
their health care coverage.
coverage.

Health Plan
Plan Options.
Options. At the employer’s option,
option,
involuntarily
terminated
employees
who
involuntarily terminated employees who were
were covered
expensive group
group health
health plan program
under a more expensive
PPOcoverage)
coverage)will
willbe
bepermitted
permitted to change to
(such as PPO
expensive group
group health
health plan alternative (such
a less expensive
as an HMO)
HMO)without
without waiting
waiting for
for open
open enrollment.
enrollment.
will want to give serious
serious consideration
consideration to
Employers will
making this option available to terminated or laid-off
strictly speaking, this provision
employees. Because,
Because, strictly
does not involve a subsidy,
subsidy, presumably
presumably terminated
terminated
could opt
opt to reduce their
their
employees at all income levels could
post-termination expenses
post-termination
expenses by
by switching
switching to
to such
such a less
alternative. This
clarified in
expensive alternative.
This issue should be clarified
forthcoming
guidance
and
regulatory
explanations.
Such
forthcoming
Such
individuals have
individuals
have 90
90 days
days after
after they
they receive
receive employerrequired notice
rights to
to elect
required
noticeofoftheir
theirARRA
ARRA COBRA
COBRA rights
alternative coverage.
alternative
coverage.

Additional
Additional clarifying
clarifying guidance
guidance and regulatory
explanations
regarding
subsidy provisions
provisions
explanations regardingthe
theCOBRA
COBRA subsidy
arestill
stillforthcoming,
forthcoming, as is
is aa model
model notice
notice from
of ARRA
ARRA are
Labor that
that explains
explains the
the availability
availability
the Department of Labor
premiumassistance
assistanceto
to affected
affected employees.
employees.
of COBRA
COBRA premium
The
information
contained
in
this
summary
The information
in this summary may
may be
modified as further
further guidance becomes
becomes available.
available. In
modified
the meantime,
meantime,the
thegeneral
generalhighlights
highlightsofofARRA’s
ARRA’sCOBRA
COBRA
follows.
provisions are as follows.
Who is Eligible?
ARRA,employees
employeeswho
whoare
areinvoluntarily
involuntarily
Under ARRA,
terminated between
terminated
between September
September 1,
1, 2008
2008 and
and December
December
2009, as well
well as
as their
their spouses and dependent
31, 2009,
children, are generally considered “assistance
“assistance eligible
eligible
individuals” (“AEIs”).
individuals”
(“AEIs”). However,
However, only
only lowerlower- and
moderate-income individuals
moderate-income
individualsare
areeligible
eligiblefor
foraaCOBRA
COBRA
subsidy. Generally,
Generally, ifif the terminated
terminated employee’s
“modified
“modified adjusted
adjusted gross
gross income,” defined in the
statute, is
statute,
is over $125,000 in a taxable year, the available
subsidy is reduced. IfIf the
the amount
amount is
is over
over $145,000, no
subsidy is available.

State “Mini-COBRA”
“Mini-COBRA”Coverage
Coverage (such
(suchas
asCal-COBRA).
Cal-COBRA). The

provisions of
applyto
tohealth
health care
carecontinuation
continuation
provisions
of ARRA
ARRA apply
coverage provided
provided under
federal
COBRA
as well
well as
as “a
“a
under federal COBRA as
comparable continuation
continuation
State program that provides comparable
involuntarily terminated
coverage.” Thus,
Thus, in California, involuntarily
employees of companies with fewer than 20 employees
should
subsidy.
should also
alsobe
beeligible
eligiblefor
forthe
theARRA
ARRACOBRA
COBRA subsidy.
How Long Does the
the Subsidy Last?

What Benefit
Benefit Coverage
Coverage Qualifies
Qualifiesfor
forthe
theCOBRA
COBRA
Subsidy?

The
subsidy is
is available
available for
for aa total
total of nine (9) months.
months.
The subsidy
However, itit will be terminated at an earlier date ifif any
However,
of the following
becomes eligible
eligible for
following occur:
occur: (i)
(i) an
an AEI
AEI becomes
group health
health plan,
coverage under a new group
plan, (ii)
(ii)an
an AEI
AEI
becomes eligible for
for Medicare,
Medicare, or (iii)
(iii) the
the AEI’s
AEI’s maximum
period of
continuation coverage
coverageexpires.
expires. If an
period
of COBRA
COBRA continuation
individual
ceases
to
be
eligible
for
the
ARRA
individual ceases to be eligible for the ARRA subsidy due
he or
or she
she must
must notify
notify the group
to one of these reasons, he
health plan
health
plan (i.e.,
(i.e., the
the employer)
employer) as
as soon as possible, or
of the
the total
total
become liable for a penalty equal
equal to
to 110%
110% of
amount of the subsidy improperly
improperly received.

It appears
COBRAsubsidy
subsidyis
isonly
only available
available
appears that
thatthe
theARRA
ARRA COBRA

When Does the Subsidy
Subsidy Become Effective?

for medical group health
continuation coverage.
health care continuation
coverage.
Health care flexible
flexible spending
spending accounts (“FSAs”) offered
through a cafeteria plan are not subject to the subsidy
through
provisions.

The COBRA
COBRAprovisions
provisions of
of ARRA
ARRAbecome
becomeeffective
effectivewith
with the

first coverage
first
coverage period
period after
afterFebruary
February 17
17 (generally, March
1).
However,
employers
have
60
days
from the effective
1).
60
from
toprovide
provide the
the required
required notice
date of
of ARRA
ARRA to
notice to
to AEIs
AEIs of
their COBRA
subsidyrights,
rights, and the Department of Labor
their
COBRA subsidy
within 30 days.
is required to issue a model notice within
www.fenwick.com

timely
Note that if an employer fails to notify
notify AEIs
AEIs
in a timely
that individuals
election
Document
hosted at
Note that
individualswho
whodo
donot
nothave
haveaaCOBRA
COBRA election
fashion,
such
AEIs
may
be
forced
to
pay
their
full
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fashion, such AEIs
to pay their fullCOBRA
COBRA
2009, but
but who would
in place
place as of
of February 17,
17, 2009,
would be
be AEIs
AEIs
premiums for two
two months.
months. If this happens, within 60
if such election were in effect,
effect, have a special window of
days the employer must
credit against
must give
give the
the AEIs
AEIs aa credit
opportunity
coverageduring
during the
the period
period
opportunityto
toelect
electCOBRA
COBRA coverage
future
premiums,
or
refund
the
subsidized
portions of the
starting February
2009, and
and ending
ending 60
60 days after
after the
starting
February 17,
17, 2009,
full
premiums
paid.
full
such individual.
individual.
required employer notice is provided to such
Thus, an
an AEI
AEI who failed
failedto
toelect
electCOBRA,
COBRA, or
or elected
electedCOBRA
COBRA
(5) Work with payroll departments or payroll outsourcing
and then dropped
dropped itit because
because of the cost, can re-enroll
entities
subsidy as soon
entitiesto
toimplement
implementthe
theARRA
ARRACOBRA
COBRA subsidy
with no penalty. Note
Note that
that the
the maximum duration of
as possible.
COBRAcoverage
coverageisisstill
stillcalculated
calculatedfrom
from the
the date
date of the
COBRA
original qualifying
does not
not extend
extend the
the total
total
original
qualifyingevent;
event;ARRA
ARRA does
(6) Continue
Continue to provide the employer’s standard
length
of
COBRA
coverage.
length of COBRA
COBRAqualifying
qualifyingevent
eventelection
election notice
notice and
and form
form to all
COBRA
individuals who
have qualifying
qualifying events
after the effective
individuals
who
events
How is the Subsidy Paid?
date of
COBRAsubsidy
subsidynotice
notice is a
date
of ARRA.
ARRA. The
The ARRA
ARRA COBRA
Employees must pay 35% of the
premium amount.
amount.
the COBRA
COBRA premium

Employers
initially pay the remaining 65%, but
Employers initially
but are
reimbursed by the government through a credit against
payroll tax
tax liability.
liability. IfIf such
the employer’s payroll
such credit is not
large enough to offset the total premium subsidy offered
involuntarily terminated
their families,
to involuntarily
terminated employees and their
the employer will
receive
a
direct
payment
from
the
will
federal government.
What Should
Should Employers
Employers Do?
Do?

(1) Review personnel records
(1)
records back to September
September 1,
2008,
and
identify
everyone,
including
2008,
identify everyone, including spouses
spouses and
qualifying event or any kind.
dependents, who had a qualifying
technicality in
statute, all
all of these
Due to a technicality
in the
the ARRA
ARRA statute,
individuals must
individuals
must get
get the required
required notice, even though
AEIs
arethe
the only
only ones
ones who
who can
can actually
actually get
get the
the subsidy.
subsidy.
AEIs are
(2) Determine
Determinewhich
whichAEIs
AEIselected
electedCOBRA
COBRA coverage, and

which did not,
1, 2008
2008 through
through the
not, from
from September 1,
present. AEIs
AEIs who did
did not
not elect
elect coverage,
coverage, or who elected
coverage and
and then
then dropped
dropped it,
it, now
coverage
now have a special 60-day
window after receiving the required notice in which to
elect
elect subsidized
subsidizedCOBRA
COBRA coverage.

(3) Decide
Decide whether
whether to
to allow
allowAEIs
AEIs to opt for
for a less
expensive coverage
coverageoption,
option, ifif available under the plan.
subsidy provisions
provisions as soon
(4) Notify
NotifyAEIs
AEIs of
of the
the COBRA
COBRA subsidy
as possible. While
the
Department
of
While the Department of Labor is required
model notice
notice within
within 30 days, ifif it fails to do
to issue a model
is not
not relieved
relieved of
of its
its notice
notice obligation.
obligation.
so, the employer is
& West
West LLP
LLPisisdrafting
drafting an
an interim
interim
Therefore, Fenwick &

supplement to the standard required election notice and
form, not a substitute for them.
Conclusion
Because of the
subsidy
the complexity
complexityofofARRA’s
ARRA’s COBRA
COBRA subsidy

provisions, it is highly probable that further
further guidance,
interpretation, and
interpretation,
and regulatory explanations will be
forthcoming over the coming weeks
weeks to
to clarify
clarify ambiguities
ambiguities
forthcoming
will
and unanswered questions.
questions. Fenwick
Fenwick&&West
West LLP
LLP will
continue to post additional information
to
this
website
information to this website as
it becomes available.
it
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more information
information on this, or related matters,
For more
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by
fenwick & west llp
llptotosummarize
summarize recent
recentdevelopments
developments in
by fenwick
the
law. it
it is
isnot
notintended,
intended, and
and should
should not
notbe
be regarded,
regarded, as
as
the law.
legal advice.
advice. readers
questions about
about
readers who
who have
have particular
particular questions
these
230
these issues
issues should
should seek
seekadvice
adviceofofcounsel.
counsel.irs
irs circular
circular 230
disclosure:
toensure
ensurecompliance
compliance with
withrequirements
requirements imposed
imposed
disclosure: to

by the
the irs,
irs, we
inform you that
that any
federal tax advice
in this
this
we inform
any u.s. federal
advice in
communication (including
intended or
communication
(includingattachments)
attachments)isisnot
not intended
or
written
llp to
cannot be
be used,
used,for
for
writtenby
by fenwick
fenwick &
& west llp
tobe
be used,
used, and cannot
the purpose of
of (i) avoiding penalties under the internal
internal revenue
revenue
code
or (ii) promoting, marketing, or
or recommending
to another
code or
recommending to
party any transaction
transaction or
ormatter
matteraddressed
addressed herein.

notice to incorporate the provisions required by statute,
further guidance and regulatory
subject to receipt of further
explanations. As
explanations.
As soon
soon as
as the
the Department
Department of
of Labor Model
interim notice will be updated.
notice is available, our interim
(Such notices
notices may also
also become
become available
available from
from other
insurance companies,
companies, thirdthirdservice providers such as insurance
administrators, or
or benefits
benefits
party health
health plan
plan or
or COBRA
COBRA administrators,
brokers).
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